
Dated: 22nd Dec 2018  , 
 
Managing Director ,KSRTC Shri.Shivayogi C Kalasad visit to Kempegowda Bus Station 
,Majestic. 
 
MD KSRTC visited Kempegowda bus station and almost two hours  reviewed and inspected 
the bus station . 
 
1. Visit of Crew Rest Room :   Number of beds in the Crew Rest Room needs to be enhanced 
and take up the construction of new crew rest room in the available space ( after Metro 
handover the land) 
 
2. Baby Care center: Build toilet , provide cradle, small water heater , comfortable chair  
 
3. Visit at Clock Room:  install CC camera and provide fire extinguishers.  
 
4. Surveillance camera to be installed at Cash Section and reservation counter 
 
5. Take immediate measures to fill in Vacant Commercial establishments  without any delay  
 
6. interacted with crews and obtained feedback from them 
 
7. Provide Exclusive lounge for premium  bus passengers 
 
8. Proper Parking facilities for 2 wheeler and Four wheeler  
 
9. KSRTC App should be developed on the same lines of  Airport so that passengers can  get 
information on the facilities available in the bus stand 
 
10.Proper sign boards with GPS to be provided 
 
11.More no of Toilets  to be constructed as per passenger requirement.  
 
12. Provide adequate wheel chairs and ramp with disabled friendly in  all the 3 terminals.  
 
13.visited RO plant , free pure drinking eater for passengers .The used water to be recycled 
and resued for cleaning purpose 
 
14. Provide  one alighting platform exclusively for  the comfort of arrival passengers  
 
15. Liason with the government to have Jana Oushadha medical center.  
 
16.  Emergency doors in the buses were checked  
 
17. To create Awareness program in bus station to make it  plastic Zone free 
 
18.Road Connecting from chikka lalbagh to Terminal one by laying Asphalt.  



 
19. Terminal 3 is extremely congested hence relocate the some of the  services  to terminal 
2 
 
20. Roof shelter  be provided to the foot over bridge from BMRCL to  be expedited 
 
21. Since KSRTC land has been handed over from BMRCL ,  intensify the safety of the 
passengers by deploying additional security personnel.  
 
22. Overall Cleanliness to be maintained with regular check and preventive measures. 
 
23. Feasibility Report to be prepared in detail to make use of the vacant spaces with more 
commuter friendly facilities 
24. Visited Path way and instructed the security personnel to visit frequently  to avoid any 
untoward incidents  
 
25. Take up  Swatcchatha Abhiyan in KBS to improve the aesthetics 
 


